Pacific Fleet Attacks Jap Marianas

Reds Take Strugi Krasnoye in March toward Pskov

Movements Continue, According to Plan

TOKYO, Feb. 24 (AP).-Russian forces fighting to wipe out the great coastal defenses of Pskov captured Strugi Krasnoye, 10 miles northwest of the city, and drove into the streets of Pskov. Saturday night.

More than 180 deaths were reported among the thousands of Red forces and civilians around the city, the Moscow announced.

Advance Continues

The Moscow correspondent reported that the expedition captured several commanding posts of the Russian forces and terrorists, the capital of the city.

Street Lights Reported

The city" was reported taken by the Red forces, which were reported by the Red forces that captured the city.

William's Will Screen

Record of Indian Life on Saturday Series

As William's world travels on the United States, the first of the series will be held Saturday night at 8:15 at the Detroit Opera House.

The second part of the World Adventures series is titled "The World's Largest Indoor World," and will be shown in the Omni Auditorium, in the Detroit Post Office before going to the United States.

AIDS Admit Love for Male Element but Retaliates with Dating Fears

Marianas Weather

Marshall Island Atolls Reported Taken in Raids

U. S. PACIFIC FLEET

HONOLULU, Feb. 24 (AP).—Everyday rumors of the United States taking possession of the Marshall Island Atolls, 1,500 miles southwest of Midway Island, were made today, but the rumors were discounted by officials of the United States, who said that the United States did not intend to take possession of the Atolls.
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TIME TABLE

Today's Campus

The students of the University of Michigan are invited to a special meeting of the Board of Students on Thursday, February 24, at 8:00 p.m. in the Union. The meeting will be held in the Union Ballroom.

The meeting will be held to discuss the current state of the University and the state of the state. The meeting will be open to the public and anyone interested in the state of the University is encouraged to attend.
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SPEAKING FOR MYSELF
By Barbara Dennison

The time had come for the people of Michigan State University to meet. The time had come for the women to express their feelings about the situation. The time had come for the women to stand up and be heard. The time had come for the women to show the world that they were not going to be taken for granted.

With the meeting of the Women's Organization, the women of Michigan State University were able to come together and express their feelings about the situation. The meeting was held on the campus of Michigan State University, and was attended by a large number of women.

As they sat around the table, they began to talk about the situation. They talked about the way that they were being treated, and they talked about the way that they wanted to be treated. They talked about the way that they wanted to be heard, and they talked about the way that they wanted to be respected.

As they continued to talk, they began to see that they were not alone. They began to see that there were other women who felt the same way that they did. They began to see that they were not going to be taken for granted.

As the meeting came to a close, they knew that they had taken a step forward. They knew that they had shown the world that they were not going to be taken for granted. They knew that they had shown the world that they were going to be heard.

As they walked away from the meeting, they knew that they had made a difference. They knew that they had shown the world that they were not going to be taken for granted. They knew that they had shown the world that they were going to be heard.
AS ANNUAL \NATIONAL \MILITARY \BALL \was \scheduled \for \March \11, \AS \men \would \be \attending \as \guests. \The \event \was \planned \at \the \National \Hotel \in \Washington, \D.C. \A \large \number \of \AS \members \were \expected \to \attend, \including \senators \and \congressmen. \The \event \was \hosted \by \the \National \Hotel, \and \would \include \dancing, \food, \and \drinks. \The \event \was \announced \as \a \great \opportunity \for \AD \members \to \network \and \socialize. \The \event \was \expected \to \be \a \great \success. \The \National \Hotel \was \a \popular \destination \for \AD \members.
Nazi Bombers Center Attack on London

British Capital in Intense Raid

LONDON, Feb. 28 (AP) - High flying German planes headed for a broad raid against London tonight for the fourth straight night in a row.

The heavy bombers were reported at several points in the South and West. There were casualties and damages. It was understood that at least four cinema houses were hit.

The planes hit the capital from every angle and covered most of the area from the city. The German planes were reported at points all over the city and were reported in the air for a considerable time.

Some reports indicated that the planes were attempting to locate the city's important buildings and areas. The British air force was reported to be making a valiant effort to hit back but this was not confirmed.

Mrs. Gandhi Dies

Primary Elections for AW Officers Scheduled Soon

Primary elections for AW officers will be held within the next two weeks.

Women's Football Team

Women's football team members have been selected for the team.

Port 8 for Seals

The port is expected to be busy today with several sealers arriving.

Soviet Community

Denies Blasting Area Ground

The Soviet community has denied the reports of the blasting area.

ORTHEUM

TODAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY ONLY

HARRY ALBRECHT - DIRECTOR

Gio Bonfante, Renato "Chin-Chin"
Gino Garibaldi, "Bycle of Morocco"

SUNDAY - MONDAY

Fredrick March & "Road to Morocco"

W. Mac Brown "Six Gun Gospel"

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

Frederick March & "Lake Touched A Sinn"

SOUP

Dutch Treat

A delicious dish of a favorite that serves an

Thursday, February 21

Allied Beachhead

Army Prepares for New Battle

Allied forces north of the Rhine River are reported to be preparing for a new battle.